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When you face any sort of disaster, your entire world can feel like it’s been flipped upside down. Not only do you
face the emotionally wrenching and sometimes dangerous process of recovery, but you might often feel like
you have to go about the process completely alone. But in reality, you can count on Utah Flood Cleanup when it
comes to any sort of disaster, especially a commercial one. You can count on Utah Flood Cleanup to not only get to
the root of your specific cleanup situation, but to deliver a service that will help you get back on your feet quicker, so
you can spend your time on the things and with the people that matter most to you.

What is a Commercial Disaster?

When it comes to disasters as a broad category, commercial
disasters are those that affect your small business. These can
range from things like:

Fire and smoke damage

Floods

Catastrophic damage from something like an earthquake

Mold damage

Tornado

Sprinkler head break

As you can see, aside from these more large-scale types of
disasters, even something such as mold infestation can be
considered to be classified under the category of disaster. And when you look at it, the potential for lost
revenue in situations like these is massive. It really doesn’t matter the cause of the disaster in the end; if your
business is closed for any sort of reason, that’s money that you’re losing every day. So instead of sitting on
the problem, you’re better off going with the professionals at Utah Flood Cleanup who have plenty of experience
in mitigating the effects of commercial disaster.

Commercial Disaster Cleanup Utah

While we’ve established that there are plenty of potential disasters that can affect your small business, the most
common culprits by far are fire and water. Just because the elements have damaged your place of business
doesn’t mean you have to stay closed. The first step in the process is going to be your emergency contact. You’re
going to want to contact us so we can help you right away. Next, we’ll come out and inspect as well as assess the
overall damage. This step is very important, as it allows us to make a plan of action to tackle your specific
problem. We’ll provide a board-up and roof top service in order to maintain a level of security at your property and
better protect you against further damage followed up with water removal and drying if there’s any water damage
present. Then, we’ll go ahead and remove all smoke and soot from every surface on the premises, and clean and
sanitize everything we find there. Finally, we fully restore the location so you can get back on your feet and reopen
your business.

No matter what kind of disaster you’re facing, contact us here, or give us a call at (801) 416-2666. Along with
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covering you for mold, water, and fire, we’ll provide you with a free consultation and inspection.
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